
 

 

Football Advisory Committee Summary 
 
Fall 2022 
 

* 1. Recommend expansion of the team box by state adoption from the 10-yard line to 10-yard 
line.   

 
** 2. Recommend allowance at the sub-varsity and junior high levels for a predefined scrimmage 

format to be counted as a contest. 

• Schools mutually agree to a set number of offensive plays for each team not to 
exceed 36 for the entire event. 

• Schools may mutually agree to implement aspects of special teams not to exceed 6 
plays. Not from Offense total. 

• Registered officials must be used. 
o Note:  Local schools shall communicate with officials and coordinate 

compensation. 

• 12 offensive plays shall equate to a quarter of play 

  

 
*** 3. Recommend adding to Section 5.C.2.a an allowance, with approval of MSHSAA staff, to 

mutually agree to move a game to Thursday if a threat of weather is present to affect the 
quality of the game and safety of competitors. 

  

 
 4. Recommend the Director for Football shall have the authority to approve alternative game 

times for the postseason of no earlier than 3:00 PM on Friday and no later than 2:00 PM on 
Saturday by mutual request of the participating schools.  (9-0) 

  

 
*** 5. Recommend the smallest 32 to schools registered for 11-man would be placed in Class 1 

and the remaining schools would approximately equally divided in the upper 5 classes. The 
32 shall be a hard-cap and the football enrollment tie procedures shall be used. 

  

 

 6. Recommend against contraction from six 11-man classes to five. 

  
 

**** 7. Recommend schools be allocated to classifications of 64 schools for the top 4 classes and 
the remaining schools be placed in Class 1; if contraction to 5 classes of 11-man occurs.   

 
**** 8. Recommend the increase of the enrollment maximum for 8-man from 150 to 180 while 

maintaining the enrollment Maximum for cooperative sponsorships at 150.; if contraction to 5 
classes of 11-man occurs. 

  

 
BOARD ACTION 

* DENIED 

** TABLED FOR FURTHER STUDY 

*** APPROVED AS AMENDED 

**** NO ACTION 

ALL OTHERS APPROVED 

 


